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enjoy the wonderful, fresh air

What’s new in Oisans ?
ALPE D’HUEZ GRAND
DOMAINE IN JUST 8 MINS!
OPENING OF THE EAU
D’OLLE EXPRESS, THE
NEW SKI ELEVATOR
FROM ALLEMOND TO
OZ-EN-OISANS

Choosing Oisans for your mountain vacation means choosing to get away from the hustle and bustle of your everyday life. Here
the spaces are vast, you can spot wildlife on snowshoeing or ski touring trips and admire the beauty of the unspoiled landscapes. In these mounts and valleys, small villages and character resorts with the charm of yesteryear are nestled at the foot of
the international ski resorts of Alpe d'Huez and Les 2 Alpes. Beginners and experts alike are able to enjoy the slopes.
These days in Oisans will feature 460 km of ski slopes, breathtaking off-piste outings at the foot of the Meije and the Ecrins,
micro-adventures to enjoy with family and friends, and the assurance of feeling safe with hosts, service providers and restaurateurs who will do their utmost to ensure that you holiday with total peace of mind.

5 GOOD REASONS
TO COME TO OISANS

OISANS IN NUMBERS

2 FRENCH DÉPARTEMENTS: Isère and the Hautes-Alpes
6 VALLEYS : the Lignarre, Romanche, Sarenne, Eau d’Olle, Ferrand

Rides are included in ski passes and free for
non-skiers.

December 2020 marks the opening of a
new ski elevator! Starting from the village of

B Gratuit pour les piétons ou inclus dans les
forfaits de ski

• The authenticity of the area – still full of wide
open, untouched spaces
• For ski enthusiasts, small villages that are linked

THE ÉCRINS NATIONAL PARK and its many glaciers

to outstanding ski areas

1 tourist destination in Isère, with 2.5 million tourist nights per year
21 RESORTS AND VILLAGES
24 MOUNTAIN HUTS
5 MOUNTAIN GUIDE AND TREK LEADER OFFICES
10 MUSEUMS
41 MEMBRES of Oisans Route des Savoir-faire
86 911 TOURIST BEDS
st

• The wide choice of activities available, which
forms the basis for a great family vacation – everyone can enjoy “their” micro-adventure
• The Route des Savoir-Faire – 41 reasons to
meet people with a passion

COVID-19
Winter 2021 looks to be somewhat different, as we will probably all be wearing
masks... In Oisans, a climate of confidence
reigns, as people working in tourism have
already introduced special measures for
this summer (adapting stays, implementing health measures for the ski areas and
carrying out a full-scale exercise this summer on the 2 Alpes glacier).

Col du Glandon
1924 m

Col de la Croix de Fer
2064 m

Route fermée l’hiver
Rivier d’Allemond

ALLEMOND - OZ-EN-OISANS

• Easy access – just 4 hours from Paris

and Vénéon

MAP OF OISANS

Allemond, it will take skiers and pedestrians
to Oz-en-Oisans ski resort, to reach the Alpe
d'Huez Grand Domaine in a record time of
8 minutes compared to 20 minutes by road
today. The Eau d'Olle Express will carry 1,100
people/hour and can even extend to 2,000
people/hour at peak times. Around one hundred ski racks, including helmet storage and
boot dryers, will be fitted at the terminus in
Allemond.

Lac de Grand’ Maison

Vaujany

POP-UP
RESTAURANTS…
IN THE
MOUNTAINS
OISANS

A new concept for Oisans – the caterer “Monts
et Merveilles” will be launching pop-up restaurants. In the various Oisans hamlets, in rooms
filled with character or in cosy accommodation, Serge and Patty will be putting their culinary talent to work for 2 or 3 days. Home-made
smoked Vercors trout, cauliflower couscous,
marinated romanesco & beetroot, parmesan
crumble, velvety pea soup, courgettes & basil,
croutons with sheep's cheese... fine, elegant
and succulent cuisine! To get a chance to enjoy
this original concept, just keep an eye on their
Facebook page and book as soon as the places
and dates are announced.

ECOTABLE, A NEW ‘GREEN’ LABEL
FOR LE DIABLE AU CŒUR LES 2 ALPES
The brand new ‘Ecotable’ label is a guarantee that the restaurant owner
chooses to buy at markets and from local producers and that he or she
buys and cooks French products. The ten criteria required to obtain this
label include an effort to produce zero waste. It comes as no surprise
then that the bistronomic Le Diable au Coeur, located in Les 2 Alpes
at 2,400 m, will be proudly displaying its eco-responsible approach.
It’s a well-deserved reward for this popular restaurant that has always
focused on Oisans producers!
C lediableaucoeur.com A 04 76 79 99 50

B €33/pers. excluding drinks
C facebook.com/MontsetMerveilles
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AN XXL LASER GAME
ON THE SKI
SLOPES AURIS-EN-OISANS
Open to everyone from 6 years upwards, this snow laser game in the snow
is unmissable! While it’s an excuse for
adults to act like kids again, the younger ones will have a great time aiming
their laser guns at their parents and
grandparents. Strategy and tactics are
key to winning the game! This activity
opens every week during the school holidays once the ski area has closed..
B €5 / pers. A Mike - 06 80 61 70 34

LE V DE VAUJANY ****
THE NEW PL ACE TO BE
VAUJANY

This boutique hotel with 21 rooms and 4 senior suites is located in the
heart of the village. "Le V de Vaujany****" is tastefully decorated in a
chic contemporary alpine spirit with a subtle mix of colors and textiles.
The old wooden walls and exposed stone make it feel a haven of peace
and charm.
After a delicious cocktail served at the bar or in the hotel's cosy lounge,
food-lovers can head straight for the bistronomic restaurant featuring
elegant, modern and mouth-watering cuisine based on local products.
Le V de Vaujany also has a Spa by Pure Altitude (body treatments and
facials), with a swimming pool, sauna, hammam and Nordic bath boasting a panoramic view.
B Double room from €180
C hotel-vdeVaujany.com A 04 76 80 71 00
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Wide open spaces…...
SKI-TOURING FOR BEGINNERS
In Oz-en-Oisans, a permanent, marked and
secured course enables first-timers to enjoy
ski-touring. The route passes close to the
Plateau des Lacs at an altitude of 2000m, and
runs along an ungroomed track that provides
an escape route for the less experienced.
After a height drop of 250m, skiers have the
choice of taking either the ungroomed slope
or the normal piste.

GO WILD OFF-PISTE…
THANK YOU MOTHER NATURE!
The family resort of Auris en Oisans organizes
off-piste outings in the company of a guide or
instructor. After taking delivery of the safety kit
provided by the ESF and learning how to use it,
skiers set off for a half-day on the slopes of La
Chapelle and Couloirs de l'Homme or over on
the Pic Blanc. Both adults and children need to

5

ORNON, NATURE PAR EXCELLENCE!
FUN FOR EVERYONE: ORIENTEERING… WEARING SNOWSHOES
OZ-EN-OISANS

B €7 for a non-guided outing, with equipment
available for hire in the resort’s stores.
Supervised outings are organized by the ESF,
with prices from €210 for a group of 1 to 4
skiers.

With friends or family, set off to find the 30 beacons scattered over the Col d'Ornon plateau in a area totaling 2 km² and with very
little height gain (about 100 m), meaning almost everyone can join in the fun. Orienteering is a really enjoyable activity, requiring
both strategy and a clear head. Equipped with a compass, map and a pair of snowshoes, all you have to do is punch your scorecard
as quickly as possible!
B Free C col-dornon.com
A Gîte le Chantelouve - 04 76 80 44 82

C esf-ozenoisans.com
oz-en-oisans.com
A ESF D’OZ 04 76 79 85 29

SKI DOWN TO THE EVARISTE CHANCEL HUT
AND SPEND THE NIGHT THERE L A GRAVE

AURIS-EN-OISANS

The Evariste Chancel is one of the rare mountain huts to remain open in Oisans in winter and,
what’s more, it’s easily accessible. From the top of the Meije cable car at an altitude of 3,200m,
you just have to put on your skis or get on your snowboard and glide down to the refuge at
2,508m. After a beautiful off-piste descent under the eye of the imposing Meije, mountain lovers
push open the door of the hut to enjoy a glass of mulled wine or spend the night there! Imagine
the sunrise of the next morning... it’s an extraordinary adventure!

be able to confidently ski red slopes
in order to join the outing.
B €40/pers. 4 people minimum
C aurisesf.com
A ESF Auris-en-Oisans
04 76 80 15 25

B €50/pers. half-board C refuge-chancel.com
A Mountain hut Evariste Chancel – 04 76 79 92 32 / 06 79 89 39 49

NORDIC WALKING IN THE SNOW, IN A PERFECT
SETTING… OZ-EN-OISANS
Lhe ‘Alpette’ trail marked out on the Plateau des Lacs is a chance to try your hand at Nordic
walking on snow at 2000 m in a magnificent setting, with little height gain. The route crosses
a totally unspoiled site that gives the feeling of being (very) far from everything! The route
totals 5 km, with 87 meters of height gain and boasts exceptional views of the lakes, running
alongside the impressive "Symphony of Oz" ice waterfalls.

CHALET DE LA BOIRE
A FULLY ECO-DESIGNED MOUNTAIN HUT THAT’S OUT OF THIS
WORLD… BESSE-EN-OISANS

The Alpette loop is suitable for everyone from 7 years old. A pedestrian ski pass is required.
C oz-en-oisans.com
A Oz-en-Oisans tourist office - 04 76 80 78 01

A WHITE TRAIL RUN,
ON YOUR OWN OR
WITH A GUIDE
VILLARD-RECULAS

Villard-Reculas, which has been awarded the Oisans Trail
Station label, has 2 marked trails, free of charge, for running
on snow. The first starts from the tourist office and goes up
to the Lac du Langaret, whilst the second is a round trip with
magnificent views over the Oisans summits.
From 12 years upwards.

NORDIC SKIING IN
EUROPE’S L ARGEST
ALDER FOREST! ORNON
With the Taillefer and Grand Armet
massifs on one side, and the Tête des
Filons and Vallon on the other, the Col
d'Ornon Nordic area winds its way
through typical mid-mountain alpine
forest, recognized as the largest white
alder forest in Europe. The 21km of
cross-country ski tracks immerse
skiers in a tranquil, almost magical
environment.

B A guide can also supervise outings, subject to prior booking.
From €60/pers.

B €6 per day or €30 per week

C villard-reculas.com

A Ski tickets available for purchase from
the ‘Foyer de ski de fond’ and Gîte Le
Chantelouve

A info@villard-reculas.com - 04 76 80 45 69

ORNON

C col-dornon.com

Located at 1,900 m altitude, the Refuge de La Boire is a south-facing mountain pasture chalet overlooking an untamed valley. Accessible by ski touring or snowshoeing, the building has
been entirely renovated ecologically, using local wood, eco-friendly insulation, dry toilets and solar panels. The result is that the
hut blends into its remarkable setting while respecting nature.
Suitable for electro-sensitive people, the hut is off-grid and does
not use fossil fuels. It is set in a natural playground and the starting point for several amazing hikes. This peaceful place is low in
energy but high in memories!

Self-catering. Sleeps 6.
Accompanied snowshoeing available on request.
B €70 per night / 2 nights minimum
C refugedelaboire.fr
A yvan.bidalot@gmail.com - 06 87 42 59 49

HIKING TO SPOT CHAMOIS
LES 2 ALPES

Wearing snowshoes, you will explore and learn
more about local wildlife in its natural environment and gently approach chamois in magnificent scenery far from the ski lifts in the heart of
the Ferrand valley. Quietly and discretely, this
is a chance for nature lovers of see where the
chamois spend winter. This easy 2½ hour hike
carries the "National Park Spirit" label and is

accessible to children from 7 years old.
B €28/adults and €20/children, including the loan
of snowshoes and poles, and carpooling in the
trek leader's vehicle.
C guides2alpes.com
A Bureau des guides des 2 Alpes - 04 76 11 36 29
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Experiences to enjoy

A TRAPPER’S EVENING
OZ-EN-OISANS

ENHANCED THRILLS SNOWKITING
AT LE L AUTARET
VILL AR D’ARÈNE

NIGHT TIME
E-MOUNTAIN-BIKING IN
THE SNOW! VILL AR D’ARÊNE

Snowkiting, the winter version of kitesurfing, uses a snowboard or skis and a small
sail. It’s an eco-friendly sport that people will revel in who love the feeling of freedom that comes with windpower. The Col du Lautaret, at 2056 m, is one of the best
snowkite spots in Europe, featuring exceptional panoramic views and a very long season, from late autumn powder snow to the mildness of spring.
B €130 for a 3-hour beginner session C kitelegende.fr

A Kite Légende - 06 79 20 08 56

FLY OVER OISANS
ECOLOGICALLY WITH A
FLIGHT SIMUL ATOR! VAUJANY

OISANS, THE VALLEY
WITH 100 ICE CLIMBS

CInstalled in the new Vaujany Museum Space, the
flight simulator provides an opportunity to fly over
all the peaks of the Oisans in a totally ecological
and immersive way. Thanks to an interactive map
and high-performance equipment, the "pilots" can
go wherever they like and explore Oisans from the
air. The 360° view over the surrounding mountains
gives visitors a life-size experience of the Alps. The
stimulator can be enjoyed in standard or sports
mode (try looping the loop!) and is open to children
from 7 years upwards. Flights last 3 minutes and
can be repeated at leisure!

Oisans is a mecca for ice climbers. The "pros"
count more than 100 icefalls in the area;
places where the water stops moving and
freezes into incredible sculptures... There
is something for everyone, whether for total
novices or experienced climbers, and even
for enthusiastic children! Essential equipment includes a helmet, crampons and ice
axes to climb the Vallon de la Selle for beginners, or the secret waterfalls of the Vallon de
la Mariande or La Lavey for the more experienced.

B Free A 04 76 11 11 91

B From €95

C vaujany.com/fr/pole-culturel/espace-musee-devaujany/
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Pedal to adventure in the saddle of your
electric FatBike (mountain bike adapted for
snow), with a high-power headlamp screwed
onto your helmet and a snack in your backpack. Under a starry sky in the heart of the
region of La Meije, it feels like another world.

In the last rays of sunshine, Erwin and
Barbara prepare their Siberian huskies for
a fairy-tale outing in the midst of the forest.
Wearing snowshoes and a harness attached
to the dog, this is a new way of exploring the
surroundings and, above all, a chance to get
close to these Siberian companions. The
experience is full of complicity and is a first
step towards becoming a musher! A trapper
meal is shared around a camp fire in a magical, peaceful environment... before heading
back to the resort feeling like Jack London!
B €75 /adults - €60 /children, including accompaniment, headlamp, meal and hot drinks.
Snowshoes not included.
C ranchdeloisans.com
A Le ranch de l’Oisans - 06 95 31 93 96

B €49/pers. including supervision, a snack, loan
of lamps and the e-bike - Max. 8 pers.

A 06 01 74 95 67 - sylvain@lepleindair.com

SKI TOURING UNDER
THE STARS
OZ-EN-OISANS

When the slopes close in Oz en Oisans, ski tourers can set off on the Champclotury
piste, which stays open exclusively for them from 5.30 to 8 p.m. Skiers start at an altitude of 1350m on the blue Les Chevreuils piste, followed by the blue Champclotury up
to 1891m. Once at the top, time stands still under the blazing colors over the Oisans
summits.
B Free C oz-en-oisans.com A Tourist office - 04 76 80 78 01

N S E T,
SARENNE SU
AL PE D' HU EZ
16 K M O F J O Y

AN ORIGINAL EXPERIENCE:
DINNER HANGING IN THE AIR!
VAUJANY

The Enversin gondola lift at Oz de Vaujany will be
the setting for a most original dinner. On selected
evenings, a lucky few will be able to enjoy a fondue in the gondola and travel peacefully up and
down while eating with a view over the moonlit
mountains. Departure for this unusual dinner is at
6.30 p.m. on the platform of the cable car station!
The meal includes an aperitif, a Savoyard fondue,
salad, dessert and coffee or tea.
B €38 / adults, €25 / children under 13
Booking required
C oz-vaujany.com
A SPL - 04 76 11 42 77
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DINNER UNDER THE STARS…

ALPE D'HUEZ

Under the glow of the stars shimmering in the Alpe d'Huez sky, nestling in the warmth
of a transparent bubble on the terrace of the Hôtel des Grandes Rousses****, epicureans can enjoy an evening of tranquility and wonder, enhanced by the chef's gourmet
cuisine. As the flavors of the elegant dishes blend together, the food is accompanied
by wine selected by sommelier Vincent Carret. The only witnesses of this magical
moment are the sky and the snowflakes!
B From €55 (depending on the menu chosen) C hotelgrandesrousses.com
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Treat yourself

9

THE BATH BAR, WHAT ON EARTH’S THAT?
ALPE D'HUEZ

Cocktail lovers should not be mistaken, at the Hôtel des Grandes Rousses, cocktails
are not only for drinking, they also offer a real moment of relaxation... lean against the
bar, choose your favourite drink - champagne, mojito, pina colada, detox - and sink
into this world of colour. Actually, the pina colada bath is a coconut milk bath for dry
skin and the mojito bath relaxes the body and mind with its warm-cold effect. No
need to restrict your consumption!
Children can enjoy a "candy floss" version with a bath of coconut milk and pineapple,
accompanied by a fresh fruit juice...not forgetting the sweets!
B €50 for 30 minutes solo or €45 per person for 45 minutes duo.
C hotelgrandesrousses.com

DO IT YOURSELF: LEARNING TO COOK
WITH FIR AND SPRUCE
AURIS-EN-OISANS

Alongside ethno-botanist Caroline Calendula,
this botanical workshop will teach you everything you need to know about fir and spruce!
After showing how to tell the difference
between them, Caroline then reveals all the
secrets and virtues of these two conifers that
can easily be confused.

The workshop continues with learning
how to make a spruce cordial to take
home, and caramel fir toffee apples to be
enjoyed straight away. What a treat!

A SENSATIONAL 40 MINUTE
YOONER RIDE AURIS-EN-OISANS

B €15 / pers.
C carolinecalendula.blog/

WINTER YOGA, A MOMENT OF
WELL-BEING BOURG D'OISANS

3, 2, 1 and you’re off for 40 minutes of “yooning” when the slopes
close, against the setting sun. You feel alone in the world on this
sled 2.0. sled, which is a up-to-date version of the wooden “paret”
popular with children in the past. Featuring a single ski and a seat 20
cm from the ground, the yooner offers a thrilling downhill experience
and above all it’s great fun!
B €10 a ride
C aurisesf.com
A ESF d’Auris-en-Oisans – 04 76 80 15 25

MINERAL ENERGY
TO RECHARGE
YOUR BATTERIES
AURIS-EN-OISANS

Laëtitia Diet specializes in minerals and
offers an opportunity to take a soothing,
resourcing moment for ourselves. Participants discover the
energies of stones and crystals, in a region where mineral
wealth is omnipresent. Coupled with meditation, this mineral
workshop awakens the strength within each of us and allows
us to draw the resources we need from the natural elements
that surround us. Open to everyone.
A Laetitia Diet - lecristalmandragore@hotmail.com - 07 78 21 41 01

FI NN IS H SA UN A: TH
E M OU N TA IN HU T TH
AT
BL OW S HO T AN D CO
LD L A GR AVE

On the shores of the Lac Bleu in Bourg d'Oisans, Florence
Crosasso provides an opportunity fpr you to take time out
for yourself... Breathing, moving and contemplation... all in
a fabulous environment where natural elements are conducive to relaxation and inspiration. In morning, you can boost
your vitality, or enjoy a gentler session after a day in the
open air, allowing yourself a moment of well-being, recharging your batteries under the majestic panorama of the
Oisans summits.
B €10/ pers. for a one-hour session

After a magnificent cro
ssing of the Emparis pla
teau on skis or a lovely
welcoming valley of La
snowshoe walk in the
Buffe, you reach the ver
y comfortable Pic du Ma
you could take for a hig
s de la Grave hut that
h-altitude hotel, as so mu
ch care has been taken
cosy decor, without me
over the details and
ntioning the incredible
welcome of the owners!
place special is the Fin
What really makes this
nish sauna – a small hut
in the shape of barrel in
up before rolling in the
which you can warm
snow!
B €10/pers. (hut open from 30 Jan

A Florence Crosasso - 06 21 17 28 65 - espaceohana@orange.fr

C refugedupicdumasdelagrave.fr

A HAMMAM LIKE NONE
La Cordée d’à Côté is a unique place.
Located in an old barn, it is dedicated
to well-being and relaxation, featuring
a traditional hammam. After the steam
bath ritual, tea is offered for a rest or a
reading break (books on wellness and
mindfulness available). A range of treatments are on offer to complete this
special moment of relaxation. The first
floor is the "base camp", including a
19-bed dormitory with sanitary facilities,
showers and a dryer. Last but not least,

A Refuge du Pic du Mas de la Grave

SAINT-CHRISTOPHE-EN-OISANS

Marie-Claude, the owner, is never short of
ideas to liven up the place, as the beautiful vaulted room is a regular venue for
theme evenings (concerts, readings,
storytelling, etc.) and exhibitions.
B €15 for use of the hammam
€15.50 to sleep in La Grange
C oisans.com/equipement/
la-cordee-da-cote/
A Marie-Claude Turc - 06 88 31 88 70

OUT OF THE ORDINARY – KAYAKING
IN A SWIMMING POOL VAUJANY
Some Tuesday evenings in Vaujany are kayak night... in the pool!
After initiation, effective paddling and manoeuvring lessons, everyone is ready to compete in relays, ten-man passes, kayak polo
and even bulldog! Fun and laughter for everyone from 8 years
old. Dates to be announced.
B €5/Adults - €4/Children
A Book at the swimming pool reception – 04 76 11 11 90
piscine@mairie-de-vaujany.fr

uary 30 to 28 March 202
1)

- 06 86 07 14 05
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Being with the family

Breathtaking viewpoints…

FAMILY GET-TOGETHERS
AT L'ARDOISIÈRE VILL ARD-RECUL AS

100% FAMILY HOLIDAYS

NOTHING BUT AIR UNDER YOUR FEET
AT THE BELVÉDÈRE DES ECRINS,
AT 3,400M LES 2 ALPES
Located at an altitude of 3,400 metres and accessible to both skiers
and those on foot, the Ecrins belvedere offers a 360° view... Walk along
the 7m long footbridge and under your feet lies over 1500m of empty
space above the Selle valley. This is a magical moment where time is
suspended... Far from the crowd and in osmosis with nature, this belvedere is one of the prettiest viewpoints of Les 2 Alpes!

VAUJANY

A car-free resort with easy access (free covered parking),
Vaujany ticks all the boxes for an excellent family holiday.
The youngest children can take advantage of the nursery
from 6 months old, as well as a "little skier" course (morning
ski lessons + meals + children's club, up to 6 consecutive
days). The cultural, sports and leisure facilities include a
media library, cinema, museum, swimming pool, ice rink and
bowling alley... not forgetting the main thing, namely a gondola lift with direct access to the summits of the Alpe d'Huez
Grand Domaine Ski. Non-skiers have free pedestrian access
by gondola to the Montfrais plateau.

B Free footbridge / From 4 years upwards / Pedestrian pass required
This magnificent and elegant four-star chalet, with its revisited
Alpine décor, is perfect for getting together with the family. The
chalet boasts 3 luxury apartments from 120 to 160m², accommodating 8 to 12 people in the heart of the small village of Villard
Reculas, in the Alpe d'Huez Grand Domaine ski area. The decor is
uncluttered, with wood elegantly adorning the walls, and the revisited mountain spirit gives a warm touch to the apartments. Living
areas are spacious, ensuring holidaymakers feel comfortable and
at home. Each room features an en-suite bathroom and the skiroom is equipped with a boot dryer.

B Prices vary according to the type of accommodation.
“Little skier” course (from 3 years old): from €350 for morning
ski classes + meal + children's club for 6 consecutive days.
C vaujany.com

The chalet has a wellness area with sauna and hammam and a
games room.

A Vaujany tourist office - 04 76 80 72 37

B From €1,995 per week for 8

C les2alpes.com A 04 76 79 22 00

SUNSET SKIING

OZ-EN-OISANS / VAUJANY

Every Wednesday, an unforgettable adventure is on offer at the
end of the day… boarding the last Dôme des Rousses cable car up
to 2,800 m altitude. In the last rays of sunshine, we share a snack
of mountain produce, learn more about the job of ski patroller and
simply enjoy the surrounding landscape... This unique experience
ends with a long ski descent with headlamps, in this tranquil environment, down to the resort of Oz-en-Oisans or Vaujany.

B €20/pers.
Family (2 adults and 2 children from 13 to 22 years old): €15/pers.
Good skiers only (red slopes not groomed at the end of the day).
A SPL Oz-Vaujany ski lift ticket offices
04 76 11 42 70 - contact@oz-vaujany.com

C chaletardoisiere.com
A Elodie & Jimmy - 06 13 65 77 90 / 06 22 32 34 75

SMALLER BUDGETS – CAMPING, ANOTHER IDEA FOR
WINTER FAMILY HOLIDAYS LE BOURG -D'OISANS
"À la rencontre du soleil" is a 5-star family campsite that has been awarded the “Sites et Paysages” label,
providing spacious mountain chalets for its guests. This label guarantees campsites connected to nature,
in the most beautiful landscapes of France, which highlight local plant and wildlife. 15 mn by car from
the international resort of Alpe d'Huez, this type of accommodation is a good compromise for a lowprice skiing vacation. Shuttles run daily between Bourg d'Oisans and Alpe d'Huez. Accommodation is
eco-friendly, built with noble materials (wood and canvas) to blend perfectly into the 1,635 hectares of the
campsite.
B From €475 per week
Bonus: 20% discount on the "Alpe d'Huez Grand Domaine" day ski pass.
C rencontre-du-soleil.com
A À la Rencontre du Soleil - 04 76 79 12 22

A FESTIVAL OF SUMMITS FROM
THE LE PIC BL ANC AT 3,330 M
ALPE D’HUEZ

The Pic Blanc is the highest point of Alpe d'Huez Grand
Domaine Ski, located at 3,330 m in the heart of the Grandes
Rousses massif, offering panoramic views as far as the eye
can see over an ocean of peaks! Pic Bayle, Grande Casse de
Pralognan, Grande Motte de Tignes, Grand Paradis in Italy, the
Vanoise glaciers, Dent Parrachée, the Maurienne summits,
La Meije, Barre des Ecrins and the Mont-de-Lans glacier... the
Michelin Guide has awarded it a "3 star panorama" rating!

THE PAS DE LA CONFESSION
TOURIST AND PANORAMIC
ROAD VILLARD-RECULAS
The first road to access the village of Villard-Reculas, the
Route de la Confession is exceptional by its construction (a
challenge for the time), its exposure between two cliffs, its
legend (reference to its name) and the breathtaking view it
offers. At the start of this cliff-side road from the village of
Huez, there is a small oratory at the edge of the cliff that
reminds us that we should pray for salvation before approaching this steep road that has probably provoked more than
one confession! Today, it is totally secure and offers an incredible view of the surrounding peaks.
C villard-reculas.com

Accessible to both skiers and pedestrians via the ski lifts.

HURTLING DOWN THE SLOPES
ON AN AIRBOARD L A GRAVE
If no one in the family is afraid of a good challenge, head for La Grave for
an airboard session with instructor, Odile. On your stomach and facing
forwards, ride your inflatable sled down the slopes at full speed! To turn,
all you have to do (almost!) is turn your body so that it follows your movement. Laughs and tumbles guaranteed!
B From €35/pers. for a 2-hour beginners’ session.
"Snowshoe + airboard" package €72/pers. per day.
A Odile Martin Cocher - 06 08 81 54 24 - odile.martincocher@outlook.com

Guided tours of the Pic Blanc every Tuesday and Thursday
during school holidays, from 10:30 am to 12:30 pm.
C alpedhuez.com

SUSPENDED FOOTBRIDGE
OPPOSITE L A MEIJE
LE CHAZELET

Halfway between the hamlet of Les Terrasses and Le
Chazelet, there is a magnificent view of the imposing
Meije. If you’re brave enough, you can venture along the steel
footbridge over a total void!
C lagrave-lameije.com
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Villages… Far from everything,
close to people!
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At your service!
NEW CHEFS AT THE
HELM OF THE CHALET
MOUNIER**** LES 2 ALPES

VENOSC, A CHARMING VILL AGE
OF ARTISANS AND LOCAL
PRODUCERS
Nestled in the Vénéon valley at an altitude of 1,000 meters, the
picturesque village of Venosc is made up of several hamlets.
This small cocoon is the refuge of many craftsmen and women
who willingly open the doors of their workshops or invite you
to visit their stores, filled with gourmet products or small
unique objects. Venosc offers its visitors the calm, charm and
authenticity of a real mountain village, at the gateway to the
Ecrins National Park. Just 8 minutes from the international
resort of Les 2 Alpes by the gondola lift, this village is a
perfect destination for holidaymakers looking to recharge their
batteries after the excitement of a world-famous resort.

A SECRETIVE RESORT IN NATURAL
SURROUNDINGS: LE COL D’ORNON

TREAT YOURSELF TO THE SERVICES OF
A CHEF… WITHOUT LEAVING HOME
OZ-EN-OISANS / VAUJANY / ALLEMOND /VILLARD-RECULAS

A small ski resort with 8 slopes in the heart of unspoiled natural surroundings, Le Col d'Ornon is an almost confidential
family resort at an altitude of 1 360 m. As well as appreciating
its "far from everything" aspect, families will also like the low
prices of its ski area.

DReturning to your accommodation after a wonderful day on the slopes, the
children are playing quietly inside... What could be better than enjoying this
moment in front of the fire and sparing yourself the "chore" of making supper?
Monts et Merveilles has understood this and since 2013, has been offering a
chef's meal delivery service!

C venosc.com

B Day passes start from just €9.50 for children
and €12 for adults – a bargain for a ski resort.

A Venosc tourist office – 04 76 80 06 82

C col-dornon.com

Refined and inventive, the dishes are prepared using fresh market produce. The
service is worthy of a restaurant and is particularly appreciated by families! Try it
and you’ll be back for more...
B €27/ person for starter, main course and dessert delivered to your accommodation
C oztraiteur.fr A 06 26 55 75 00

LE CHAZELET, A SMALL RESORT THAT IS PERFECT FOR STARTING
(OR GETTING BACK TO) SKIING
Perched at over 1,800 m, Le Chazelet is one of the 5 hamlets that
form part of La Grave. It is an authentic and traditional village, located
opposite the "Queen Meije"; those who enjoy a simple life will fall
under the charm of this little corner of paradise. Paradise also for
learner skiers and children, since the small ski area which culminates
at 2 300 m has 4 ski lifts and 1 chair lift for easy, family skiing. From
the green slope to the red slope, Le Chazelet is a resort that allows
you to start and progress without any worries, before going to eat

on the pleasant sunny terrace and enjoying the magical view of the
peaks of the Oisans... A low-cost destination in an exceptional environment!

À LA CARTE SERVICES

ALLEMOND

The Chalet Mounier is the resort’s historic hotel
(since 1879) and its starred restaurant "Le
P'tit Polyte" has welcomed a new duo into its
kitchens, ready to delight the taste buds of fine
gourmets. The team comprises Tanguy Rattier,
a chef from Nantes and pastry chef Emilie
Paris.
Tanguy has travelled all over France, training
in the kitchens of great chefs such as Michel
de Matteis, Christian Le Squer and Jean-Yves
Guého, and finalist of the prestigious MOF
competition in 2016. Tanguy combines his
Atlantic influences wonderfully with local
products, including a John Dory ceviche, with
radish and a lemon and pine jelly, or Madame
Fraysse's duck breast with smoked beet and
carcass juice... To end this succulent meal,
you can succumb to the delicious desserts of
Emilie, trained at the Villa Florentine (1 Michelin
star) and currently second in the pastry world
cup.

C lagrave-lameije.com

For a stress-free stay with à la carte services, Carol and Mathieu take care of
everything. Owners of Clos des Chalmettes and its annex La Grange, they offer
their guests high-end services to make their stay in Oisans as easy as possible:

A Tourist office – 04 76 79 90 05

•

Relaxation area with jacuzzi and walk-in shower

•

Filled-u fridge on arrival

•

Reduction on skis renatls, free helmets for children and teenagers.

•

Zen body session at home or Nordic walking

•

Dinner show

"Le P'tit Polyte", the highest Michelin starred
restaurant in Isère river, is still full of wonderful
surprises...

•

Home delivered catering

B A partir de 73€ C chalet-mounier.com

B €18.50 for a day pass

L’AUBERGE DE LA FORÊT, A FAMILY TALE FROM
THE LORRAINE AURIS-EN-OISANS
In the discreet hamlet of Les Cours, just
below the resort of Auris, L'Auberge de la
Forêt is a simple, welcoming and warm establishment where you really feel at home. A
family from Lorraine arrived just a few months ago to take over this guest house, renovating it tastefully to make it a cosy place.
At the helm in the kitchen is their son Julien,
a 24 year-old chef who started his career in
several quality restaurants before succumbing to the call of the mountains! He serves

Alpine cuisine for lovers of regional dishes,
aas well as more refined cuisine such as
Iberian pork pluma with Alpine honey sauce,
roast sea bass or slow-cooked lamb. Julien
focuses on working with local producers,
beekeepers, market gardeners and cheese
makers. There is an explosion of flavors on
the plate, accompanied by a selection of
wines recommended by the chef!
C auberge-auris.fr A 04 76 80 06 01

STAY IN ONE OF THE LEAST-POPULATED VILLAGES IN ISÈRE

VILL ARD-REYMOND

Located in the second highest village in France and one of the least populated in the département, the Du Grand Renaud gîte stands in the heart
of Villard Reymond at an altitude of 1,640 m. This typical restored wood and stone house features a pleasant living room with a fireplace to relax
after a lovely day out. The new terrace facing the valley and the surrounding mountains is perfect for chilling out!
B €700 weekend / €1,400 week C leaublanche.fr A 06 56 78 87 86 - giteleaublanche@gmail.com

C leclosdeschalmettes.com A 06 51 50 86 52 - leclosdeschalmettes@gmail.com

AN INVITATION TO WORK FROM HOME…
IN THE MOUNTAINS! LE BOURG-D'OISANS
Newly reopened in the summer of 2020 after several months of work, the Hotel Oberland has kept all the
charm of its 19th century building. Comprising 29 completely renovated rooms and a restaurant dating back
to 1896, this establishment has been designed as a base camp for exploring the various Oisans resorts.
The huge advantage of this hotel is its co-working area. After months during which home-working has become an integral part of our daily lives, the Oberland hotel has become a favorite place to combine a holiday
in the great outdoors with work! With the summits of the Oisans as a backdrop, and a full-size open space,
the hotel Oberland has got it just right.
In the evening, the restaurant comes alive, immersing guests in the warm atmosphere of 1930s hotels.
B Rooms from €80. Half-board from €73€ to €95/pers./day.
C hoteloberland.com A 04 76 80 24 24
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41 PORTRAITS TO BE DISCOVERED
ON THE OISANS ROUTE DES SAVOIR-FAIRE
Hidden, nestled, perched and scattered throughout Oisans... The Route des Savoir-Faire is an invitation to meet impassioned individuals, where you can take the time to discover what makes these
people tick and better understand the history of the 6 valleys that make up Oisans. Created in
June 2011, the Oisans Route des Savoir-Faire now boasts 41 members. This large family includes
artists, producers, craftsmen and women and guardians of unique know-how... a mine of talents!
The Route des Savoir-Faire is part of the current trend towards local consumption, promoting short
circuits and supporting the local economy.
C oisans.com/decouvrir/route-savoir-faire

Stays / short breaks
DAY AND NIGHT
SNOWSHOEING

XXL SNOW HOLIDAY

SAINT-CHRISTOPHE-EN-OISANS

What if this winter, we suggest our friends
or all our cousins get together for a holiday?
At the Col d'Ornon, in a quiet, unspoiled environment, Philippe and Pasquale can host up
to 25 people. Divided into 7 rooms, the large
gîte, entirely renovated in an Alpine spirit, is
the HQ for reunions with friends or family.
Located at the foot of the cross-country ski
and snowshoe trails and 5mn from the ski
resort, Le Chamois is the ideal compromise
to satisfy skiers and non-skiers alike! The gîte
has a dining area, lounge area with a fireplace,
bar area, professional kitchen, pizza oven and
ski room, not forgetting the large terrace for
enjoying the view of the surrounding peaks.
In the evening, everyone can meet around the
fire or for a game of table-top football.

This is the perfect stay for those who want to
feel far from civilization and spend time in the
middle of nature. Saint-Christophe, the village
where many of the early Oisans guides were
born, perpetuates the spirit of adventure with
a short snowshoe trek off the beaten track.
Two supervised snowshoe outings are offered, one daytime and one night-time. The aim
is to explore the snowy landscapes and see
the fauna of the Vénéon, while enjoying the
tranquil winter atmosphere.
B €156/person including snowshoeing outings,
equipment, half-board accommodation at
the Relais des Ecrins + a picnic. Price applies
to a minimum of 4 people during weekends
or weekdays.
C berarde.com

FIRST ON THE SNOW: OPENING THE SLOPES
WITH THE SKI PATROLLERS LES 2 ALPES
Every Wednesday in winter, the ski patrollers
of Les 2 Alpes invite holidaymakers to learn
more about their work: the various jobs, how
the day is organized, securing the slopes, rescuing, dog handling, triggering avalanches...
it’s really special to share the early morning
with them, with the feeling of being alone in

the world! Departure at 8 am and
breakfast at the foot of the glacier
facing the summits of the Oisans.
B €16/pers.
Accessible with 2nd star/blue slope level
C les2alpes.com A 04 76 79 22 00

LEARN THE SECRETS
OF MAKING SNOW OZ-EN-OISANS
Located on the Alpette plateau, the Oz en Oisans snow plant attracts the curious...
As part of the programme of activities dedicated to learning what goes on behind
the scenes of a resort, visitors on showshoes can meet up with a guide and
snowmaker every Wednesday afternoon during the school vacations to learn the
secrets of this mysterious manufacturing process...
B Free of charge. Advance booking required. Snowshoes not provided
C oz-en-oisans.com A 04 76 80 78 01

SNOW GROOMER RIDE:
AN EXPERIENCE AT THE TOP!

LES 2 ALPES

Both mysterious and attractive, the groomer’s job arouses our curiosity... At an altitude of over 3,000 m, on the glacier of Les 2
Alpes, holidaymakers can meet these wonderful architects of the slopes. The visit includes learning about the groomer’s job,
admiring the panoramic views and riding on a grooming machine. An unforgettable experience among the Oisans peaks...
B From €30 for 2 people for a 30 min. ride
C les2alpes.com
A 04 76 79 22 00
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A Association AVEC
infos@berarde.com - 04 76 80 50 01

ORNON

A ROMANTIC WEEK-END
FACING LA MEIJE
L A GRAVE

If you need a break from the daily grind, this
romantic stay in La Grave is for you! Staying
at the historic Hotel Restaurant du Castillan,
dating back to 1928, lovers of skiing and unspoiled places will appreciate the hotel's proximity to the Meije cable car. In the evening,
from the room’s balcony, you can watch the
last rays of sunshine light up the north face
of the Meije.
B Special offer: €148/pers. for 2 nights in half
board, in a double room with balcony with
a view over the Meije from January 1st to
22nd, and from April 11th, 2021.
€157 per person in high season

Half-board available, or the option of reserving a meal for the day of arrival. Other
options with prior booking include ski lessons, sleigh rides and massages.
B From €950 for the weekend and €1,900 for
the week
C gite-lechamois.com
A Gîte-Auberge Le Chamois - 04 76 80 40 61

C le-castillan.com
A Le Castillan - 04 76 79 90 04

A GOURMET BREAK AT LE CASSINI
Midway between Les 2 Alpes, Alpe
d'Huez and La Grave, the Hotel du
Cassini is an unmissable gourmet experience! A local gem in terms of taste,
chef Maarten has banned tartiflettes,
raclettes and French fries from his menu
to make way for his culinary creations,
which are a festival of flavors... This culinary magician uses fresh, seasonal products of regional origin to passionately

SKI-TOURING
FROM THE CHALET "IL FER A BEAU DEMAIN"
The Chalet "Il fera beau demain" is located in the charming village
of Villard Reculas in the Alpe d'Huez Grand Domaine Ski. This
warm cocoon features tastefully decorated apartments. The ski
touring stays supervised by ski instructor Etienne Bonnet, last 3
days and 2 nights. In his company, the most beautiful slopes of
Oisans open up to ski tourers, with 600 to 800 m of height gain. In
the evening, a jacuzzi, sauna or splash in the swimming pool will
relax the skiers’ muscles.

LE FRENEY D’OISANS

create recipes inspired by all the countries of the world: a real trip for the taste
buds! A true delight for gourmets after a
day in the great outdoors!
B From €29.50/pers for a starter-mains-dessert menu. Half board
double-room rate from €100/night
C hotel-cassini.com
A info@hotel-cassini.com - 04 76 80 04 10

VILL ARD RECUL AS

B From €335/pers. including supervision, equipment and accommodation for 2 nights in a double room (for a group of 4/6 people).
Half or full board available on request. Period: April-May
C chaletilferabeaudemain.com
A 04 76 80 26 40 / 06 35 18 29 29
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L’ O I S A N S ,

mountains
just 4 hours from Paris!

BY ROAD

BY TRAIN

Motorway from Paris, Lyon, Marseille
or Geneva to Grenoble. From Grenoble,
follow signs to Sisteron/Gap on the A 480
motorway – take exit 8 "Vizille - Stations
de l’Oisans". Then follow the N 85 to Vizille,
followed by the D 1091 towards Briançon.
Bourg d’Oisans is 50 km from de Grenoble.
45 mins. by car from exit 8..

TGV Paris-Grenoble
frequent trains taking 3 hours.
Then bus to Bourg d’Oisans and the main
Oisans villages with Transisère
(www.transisere.fr) and Lignes Express
Régionales
(www.bus-et-clic.com/ler35)

BY PLANE
> Grenoble – Isère airport
91 km from Bourg d’Oisans
> Lyon Saint Exupéry airport
139 km from Bourg d’Oisans
> Geneva International airport
192 km from Bourg d’Oisans

Vers Paris

Genève

Lyon

A 41

A 48

A 43

Chambéry

<>bx A 41

Grenoble

A7

Valence

A 49

A 43

Oisans

N 85

D 1091

Turin

Briançon

Gap
Vers Marseille

Stéphanie LEMASSON
Tél. : 04 50 91 41 08
stephanie@linkscom.fr

Jessica POLLIAND
Tél : 04 50 91 41 08
jessica@linkscom.fr

1902 avenue de Genève – 74700 SALLANCHES
www.linkscom.fr

Sabrina PEVET
Tél : 06 38 14 55 59
s.pevet@oisans.com

Carole DECHAMBRE
Tél : 04 76 11 11 66
c.dechambre@oisans.com

1 bis rue Humbert – 38520 LE BOURG D'OISANS
www.oisans.com
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